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What makes Springtide special
•

Springtide is a key meeting point for all who are committed to achieving the better future.

•

Springtide brings together all who can drive forward thinking: The visionaries, designers, financiers,
policy makers, the world of business and science. At Springtij they get to work together, plan new
concepts and system changes. This year will be our ninth meeting of minds. A similar formula proved
successful at the Global Summit of The Club of Rome, hosted in Amsterdam in 2009.

•

What makes Springtide special? See our images, videos and media articles online at:
www.Springtij.nu

•

Many parties have expressed their support for the shared objective and multi-year programming for
2018, 2019 and 2020.
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What makes Springtide special
The extra (sun)light on the island of Terschelling,
part of the Frisian Islands. At night, the absolute,
unpolluted darkness. The Wadden Sea.
Late summer diffusing its special colours,
everyone's deep commitment to the project and
goodwill towards each other, momentous in-depth
meetings about Food, Energy and Climate, Finance,
Innovation and Resources, etc.
In between, the ongoing conversations, networking
opportunities, new arrangements, and new plans.
And also: music, art, performances, dinners, nature
walks and stargazing.
Encounters, Nature, Knowledge, Hope.
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The Springtide Libretto
Springtide is working towards a sustainable planet. We are pledged to the dynamic vision outlined in The
Limits to Growth report (1972). The findings of this report still stand, based on the latest data
And For our Common Fiuture by the Brundtland Commission (1987) which stressed it all once more.
Problems can be solved by broadening our perspectives, work experience, and re-examining how we
operate (organisationally, per sector, per country).
We believe in highlighting not only the dangers, but also the system changes and innovations.
That is our ‘Springtij Libretto’. This is what drives us and the programmes we organise.
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The Springtide Libretto
Springtide’s Libretto is defined by the dynamic
correlation of variables and indicators that
determine our planet’s fate.
Invariably, matters such as these can be
discussed academically at any conference
centre. However, at Springtide we draw the link
between such all-important issues affecting the
planet and art, culture, landscape, perception
and the island where we meet.
Each Springtide gathering forms a complete and
collective experience, always geared to reaching
consensus. Berthed at the island of Terschelling
(West Frisian Islands) is the ultra-modern sailing
vessel Ecolution. Close by, we can see Henry
Hudson's ship, the 17th century vessel Half
Moon. The Libretto uncovers their connection.
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To work: 2018 and on
Throughout the year, we have a team of 8 at work, assisted by 20 navigators. The island team consists
of 10 persons.
In August and September, just before and during the Springtide Forum, up to 50 people, including
volunteers, are busy working on the Springtide project.
In 2017, 650 participants were involved, including our team at the Springtij Academy and the
'Energy Boat'.
We had 150 speakers and 50 sponsors/partners. Springtide’s online community includes 4,000
subscribers to our newsletter, 2,300 followers on Twitter and 1,100 followers on Facebook.
We are exploring the possibilities of accommodating more participants (800) and extending the
Springtide event to more than three days in 2018 and in later years.
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The Aspirations
Springtide 2018 (2019, 2020) are must-go to social and networking events for the sustainable community,
An international network is growing and getting involved.
Our plans and objectives include:
• A North Sea Springtide gathering for countries bordering the North Sea: shaping the 21st century;
generating new energy and food production opportunities.
• A Green Davos: a global Springtide Green Summit.
• Exporting the Springtide concept. Starting with Germany.
• Hosting the Springtide Academy all year round. Also on the island during wintertime, even during
bitterly cold weather with Force 10 winds. Onshore also.
• In 2018, the Club of Rome will memorise its 50th anniversary. This event will take place in Rome,
Zurich and on Terschelling in combination with the Springtide Forum, together with our renowned
global partners.
• In cooperation with the Dutch Government, World Business Council for Sustainable Development,
World Resources Forum, European Resources Forum, The Club of Rome, WWF, European
Commission / Parliament, the Energy Industry, Dutch Central Bank DNB.
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A deeper understanding
Climate and Energy
The 28 submissions we listened to during the Energy Jury sessions in 2016 and 2017 give cause to reevaluate what by now are the generally accepted views on energy and climate. But the objectives are not
being met. Who will take charge? What will the impact be and how many years do we need to achieve the
zero carbon emissions target?
Lack of knowledge on how the energy system works often frustrates discussions on solutions, which is
why the Tapis d'Energie will be developed, with all relevant aspects of the system in graphs, figures etc.;
our example is the Tapis de Bayeux, 70 meters long, half a meter high embroidery, showing the battle of
Hastings in 1066.
The Springtide Energy and Climate Report lists 22 recommendations on the essentials of the changes to
come. The ability to adapt is pivotal. Yet this is non-evident in the current agendas. The Netherlands in
particular will be hard hit. Sea levels are ever rising and 60% of our country’s reclaimed land is below the
current sea level, sometimes by as much as 10 metres.
>>>
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A deeper understanding
The Energy Agreement has to be revamped and updated into a Climate Agreement. A new Climate
agenda is urgently needed and under way. The Springtide community is invited to reflect on preliminary
results by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy, concluded at its so called Climate Tables.
The Jury will change role and act now as the Springtide Climate Commission, posing well-informed
questions on policy makers, innovators and other actors in the changing energy and climate playing fields.
Countless new energy plans and techniques will arise. Such issues will also be addressed at the Start Up
on the Beach or during the Rainbow sessions.
We call this sequel the Climate and Energy Horizon. Innovation all around.
You can find the full Energy Jury report on our website (in Dutch).
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A deeper understanding
Climate and Agriculture, Environmental Planning, Nature, Transport & Logistics
During the next 30 years and thereafter, Landscape, Agriculture and Transport & Logistics will be severely
impacted due to adverse weather conditions. More dynamic forward planning is needed when it comes to
land, roads, railways, bridges, dikes, cities. All will be affected.
As climate zones shift several hundreds of kilometres to the North every 10-20 years, so too will many
organisms: (soil) bacteria, fungi, insects, microorganisms, birds, etc. Changes will occur in the biological
basis of nature and its infrastructure in our climate zones. The genomes of current crops will have to be
adjusted accordingly. Drastic measures must be put in place to cope with these changes as we continue to
re-invent landscape and environment.
Weather conditions will become hotter, dryer, and wetter. At times, very cold too. Force 10 winds will
become much more commonplace than ever before.
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A deeper understanding
Finance
All around us, we see a divided financial world. Re-orientation is of critical importance. Much remains to be done. New risk
profiles including effects of Climate Change are under way.
Billions are being invested in Renewables. System changes are finally underway. But huge investments continue to be
made in protecting (for example) the Atolls in the Pacific Ocean from the effects of Global Warming. Unfortunately, sea
levels will continue to rise. A sea change in thinking is long overdue.
Within the financial sector, the emphasis is on new green products, a rapid and promising process. Here we point to the
importance of investing in Adaptation, to help protect us against the inevitable and dramatic climate effects of 2050. We
know about the dikes, coastal defences too, but this process will have to be accelerated. A top priority is forestation, which
has proven very effective indeed in CO2 sequestration. Here we face the paradox of common financial accounting. Forests
can of course save the planet, leading to benefits beyond our imagination. But the difference in timescale does pose
problems. Investing at this stage will cost trillions, yet decades will pass before we see the financial gain. This green
financial deadlock is the paradox which needs to be resolved.
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A deeper understanding
Resources & the Circular Economy
We are consuming our primary resources at a very fast rate. Raw material resources are being depleted.
This cannot go on. The greening of our energy resources offers us a solution.
The Circular Economy can work but the real question remains:
How can we achieve a sustainable economy while simultaneously using less raw material resources?
It needs new businessmodels, new investment parameters, new decision systems, new products and
services, and hence a new business world.
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Springtide Academy
The Springtide Academy, rolled out in 2017, is a
product of the Springtide Forum. At the Forum
gathering, 70 International students attended a
number of lectures and workshops by our experts
on the island of Terschelling.
The Springtide Academy will be further developed
over the coming years. Intended partners include
the SDG-Charter, the Club of Rome, WNF, Smart
Climate Opportunities, Entrance and the New
Energy Coalition (Groningen), as well as Climate
KIC.

SPRINGTIDE
ACADEMY
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Springtide Academy
The House of Sustainability Lectures
A Joint Podium of

KIT
Royal Tropical
Institute

Springtide
Academy

SDG Charter

NEC
New Energy
Coalition

EnTrance
Groningen

The Club of
Rome

Climate-KIC
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Springtide products
Springtide Forum is our core business. It is the impetus for our main programme.
The Forum is currently developing new products to generate new business and meaningful projects.
These include:
The Springtide Academy.
A Summer Course for (international) students, launched in 2017. To be continued and extended with new
partners, also during the Winter.
Springtide Climate Commission: A series of 18 hearings on climate change.
Climate + Energy Jury. Report due for publication in early 2018.
Climate + Energy Horizon.
Follow-up on recommendations from the Jury report, to include submissions on exceptional innovation
and imaginative power.
>>>
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Springtide products
Transport & Logistics. A collective analysis of the risks and readjustments necessary in coping with the pivotal
challenges we face with climate change. Working together on vital infrastructural improvements with the main
partners in this sector.
Springtide Extra.
Many parties want to collaborate with Springtide in organising processes of consensus building, community
enhancements, etc. Our arrangements will be concluded in 2018
Agriculture + Food.
The impact of climate change will seriously affect food production, a fact that is insufficiently recognised.
Weather conditions will become unstable, similar to the Little Ice Age of the 17th century, when the average
temperature of the Northern Hemisphere dropped several degrees, leading to failed harvests, famine and
war. Sustainable agri-food production is also under severe pressure: the soil's fertility, agriculture genomics
and the function of insects. We analyse and present the results.

>>>
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Springtide products
Springtide Rainbow Innovation Panel.
Presentation of major innovative proposals to financial parties aimed at attracting ensuing project investment.
Nine Rainbow presentations made, four already accepted. To be followed-up on during the year.
Buzzing Spring
The decline of the insect population is an unparalleled tragedy. About 70% of all food production depends on
insect pollination. Climate change, loss of biodiversity and food deficiency are the causes of this collapse.
The Buzzing Spring project, working closely with our conservation partners, wishes to eliminate this
deficiency (see also: Silent Spring; by Rachel Carson, 1962).
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Partnerships
Between 2010 and 2017 we ran eight editions of Springtide, thanks to our partners.
This generated a turnover of € 4,500,000.
As a non-profit organisation, Springtide uses these resources to fund our projects and to deploy our
Terschelling and Onshore teams (full- and part-time staff).
We organised 400 substantive workshops, masterclasses and plenary debates.
Over 4,000 participants attended the Springtide gathering.
We have 180 partners, including 80 financial partners.
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Partnerships
For the next three years, we aim to secure partner finance
of up to € 1.2 million per year for the Springtide
organisation.
Your support is greatly appreciated.
Partner sponsorship options:
Wadden Sea Package
€ 100,000
Boschplaat Package
€ 50,000
Noordsvaarder Package
€ 25,000
Kroonpolder Package
€ 15,000
Koegelwieck Package
€ 10,000
Other
€ …
For more information see our website:
www.Springtij.nu/partnerpakketten (Dutch)
For an appointment with Wouter van Dieren or Katinka
Abbenbroek please contact our MA: wieke@Springtij.nu
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Organisation
Amsterdam-team
Wouter van Dieren
Katinka Abbenbroek
Esther Tamboer
Tammo Oegema
Kim Nackenhorst
Jannemieke van Dieren
Myrthe Egmond
Wieke de Jong
Ron Dol
Supervisory Board
Robert Reibestein
Tjerk Wagenaar
Inge Brakman
Hans van der Vlist
Karel Noordzij
Alexander van der Vooren
Jolande Sap
Eric-Jan Tuininga

-

Science director | wouter@springtij.nu
Director | katinka@springtij.nu
Events manager | esther@springtij.nu
Research | tammo@springtij.nu
Research | kim@springtij.nu
Communication manager | jannemieke@springtij.nu
Springtide Academy manager | myrthe@springtij.nu
Management Assistent | wieke@springtij.nu
Financial administration | ron@springtij.nu

-

Chair
Treasurer

-

Advisor
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List of Partners
See our website for the
complete list of Springtide
Partners.
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See you at Springtide

www.Springtij.nu
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